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Abstract: Reinforced polymeric composites with natural fibers have garnered significant interest in
recent years due to the need for biomass utilization and the requirements of various industries, such
as automotive and construction. Among these natural fibers, Agave lechuguilla fiber, commonly known
as ixtle (FIx) or Tampico fiber, exhibits important characteristics such as length, high strength, and
durability. However, there is limited literature on its conditioning, functionalization, and utilization
as a reinforcing material in polymeric composites (CP). This study presents the optimization of
the alkali-silane treatment of FIx, identifying the most suitable reaction conditions to enhance their
thermal stability, tensile strength, and silane coupling agent (ACSi) grafting on the fiber surface. The
chemical treatment with ACSi proved highly effective, resulting in a significant grafting content,
which was confirmed through FTIR and SEM–EDS analyses. The high level of functionalization did
not compromise the mechanical performance of the fibers, suggesting that functionalized FIx holds
great potential as a reinforcing material in CP. These findings open new paths for the sustainable
use of Agave lechuguilla fibers, contributing to the development of environmentally friendly and
high-performance polymeric composites in various industrial applications.

Keywords: Agave Lechuguilla; natural fiber; silane coupling agent

1. Introduction

Polymeric composites (PC) based on natural fibers (NFs) have emerged as materials
of interest in the packaging, automotive, and construction industries [1–6]. NFs offer
attractive advantages over synthetic fibers, as they are biodegradable reinforcing agents,
non-abrasive to processing equipment, and their low density, along with suitable strength
and stiffness, make them promising candidates for reinforcing polymeric matrices [3–5].

Agave lechuguilla has a wide natural distribution in the Mexican territory (central and
northern regions) [7–11]. From pre-Hispanic times to the present day, various Mexican
communities have engaged in the production of diverse products based on ixtle fibers (FIx).
The production process mainly involves fiber extraction, washing, drying, spinning, and
weaving [8,12,13]. However, the practice of these techniques has significantly declined
due to the introduction of plastic materials in products where this fiber was once used,
adversely affecting the ixtle industry.

The most studied NFs extracted from agave in PC are those from Agave fourcroydes
(henequen), Agave sisalana (sisal), Agave tequilana Weber (blue agave), and, to a lesser extent,
Agave Angustiofolia, and Agave Americana [1,2,6,14–17].

To the best of our knowledge, only a few studies have focused on the conditioning
and use of FIx as reinforcement in PC [18–22]. FIx exhibits tough physical and mechanical
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properties and is resistant to chemical solvents, suggesting its potential as a reinforcement
for polymeric matrices [13,23].

The chemical composition of NFs, including cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose, pectins,
waxes, and mineral salts, among others, depends on factors such as soil type, moisture, and
nutrients in the plant’s growing environment. Furthermore, the chemical composition of
NFs influences their thermal and mechanical properties. For instance, the tensile strength
and Young’s modulus of NFs are influenced by the cellulose content and its degree of
crystallinity, while a higher hemicellulose content increases the moisture absorption capac-
ity of NFs [24]. However, NFs possess some disadvantages, such as their hydrophilicity,
stemming from the hydroxyl groups in cellulose and hemicellulose, which leads to incom-
patibility with hydrophobic polymeric matrices. This results in poor interfacial adhesion
and, consequently, inferior mechanical properties of the PC [14,25]. Additionally, variables
such as the concentration and size of the NF, as well as the PC preparation method, also
influence its mechanical properties.

Various methods have been employed to enhance the compatibility between NF
and polymeric matrices by promoting interfacial interactions. These methods involve
incorporating a third component (compatibilizer) or modifying the NF surface through
chemical treatments. Certain chemical treatments aim to remove impurities, increase
roughness, or reduce the hydrophilic characteristics of the NF surface. Moreover, it has
been reported that chemical treatments can alter the mechanical and thermal properties of
NFs [26].

Alkaline treatment has been reported to modify the structure and chemical com-
position of NFs. Several studies have demonstrated that this treatment enhances the
performance of NFs as reinforcement in PCs, as it is one of the most effective methods
for modifying the NF surface. This process allows for the removal of impurities and
hemicellulose, resulting in increased thermal stability and surface roughness [14,25]. The
effectiveness of the alkaline treatment is influenced by parameters such as NaOH concen-
tration, temperature, time, and the weight ratio of NF in the solution [25]. An increase
in NaOH concentration has been reported to elevate the cellulose content while reducing
the hemicellulose and lignin contents [27]. Typically, at high NaOH concentrations and
temperatures, more hemicellulose and lignin are removed, enabling greater interaction
between cellulose microfibrils through hydrogen bonding [28]. Consequently, this leads
to a reduction in diameter and an increase in tensile strength of NFs, both of which are
desirable traits in NF intended for use as reinforcement in PC [29].

Grafting reactions of NFs with silane coupling agents (ACSi) have been extensively
reported as a chemical method for functionalizing NFs. ACSi can react with the hy-
droxyl groups present on the surface of NFs as well as the functional groups of certain
polymeric matrices. ACSi have a structure of R(4-n)-Si-(R’X)n (n = 1, 2), where R is an
alkoxy, X represents a functionality, and R’ is an alkyl spacer [30]. In an aqueous envi-
ronment, the hydrolysable alkoxy groups of silanes can react with the hydroxyl groups
of NFs, forming stable bonds. The mechanism proposed by various authors proceeds
through four stages: (1) hydrolysis—the silane hydrolyzes in the presence of water and
a catalyst (acid or base), releasing alcohol and producing reactive silanol groups; (2) self-
condensation—condensation of the silanol groups takes place; (3) adsorption—the reactive
silanol monomers or their oligomers are physically adsorbed onto the hydroxyl groups on
the NF surface through hydrogen bonds; and (4) grafting—hydrogen bonding between
silanol and hydroxyl groups of NFs can be converted into a covalent bond (-Si-O-Si),
releasing water [30,31].

Most of the ACSi used in the treatment of NFs are trialkoxysilanes. As for functional
groups, they typically include alkyl, amino, mercaptan, vinyl, or methacryloxy groups [30].
ACSi with amino functionality are the most reported in PC formulated with thermoplastics
and NFs. ACSi with vinyl and methacryloxy functionality are able to form covalent bonds
with polymeric matrices in the presence of peroxide initiators. However, there are few
reports on the use of alkyl-functional ACSi in the treatment of NFs for thermoplastic
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polymeric matrices, probably due to their lower reactivity towards hydrolysis [30–34]. It
is worth mentioning that there are only a few reports showing compelling evidence of
surface-grafted fibers with a high content of ACSi [31,32,35,36].

The synergistic effect of alkaline treatment and ACSi treatment has also been re-
ported [37–40]. It has been observed that alkaline treatment can remove components of
low thermal stability, which hinders the processing of PCs using the melt blending method.
It can also increase the surface roughness, benefiting the interfacial interaction with hy-
drophilic polymeric matrices and promoting greater exposure of hydroxyl groups, making
them available for subsequent ACSi grafting reactions. On the other hand, treatment
with bifunctional ACSi allows one type of functional group of ACSi to react with the
surface of NFs, while the other functional group can react or interact with the polymeric
matrix [40–43]. The consistent improvement in the properties of NF-polymer composites is
intricately linked to the chemical compatibility between these constituents. The enhance-
ment of this compatibility through optimized treatment and functionalization processes
results in increased surface adhesion and improved fiber dispersion. These effects cul-
minate in reduced moisture permeability, enhanced absorption of mechanical stresses,
and a decrease in fracture propagation, ultimately holding the potential for long-term
performance enhancements in such composites.

This research focused on optimizing the conditioning and functionalization of FIx
through chemical treatments for its potential application as a reinforcing material in poly-
meric composites. The main objective was to enhance their physicochemical, thermal,
and mechanical properties while achieving compatibility with thermoplastic polymeric
matrices. For this purpose, key parameters of the alkali-silane treatment were studied to
increase the level of functionalization of FIx. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of the
alkali-silane treatment on Agave lechuguilla fibers for their utilization as a reinforcement
material in PC has not been previously reported. The novelty of this study lies in the
comprehensive exploration of the alkali-silane treatment on Agave lechuguilla fibers. Hence,
this research represents a significant contribution in the field of natural fiber-reinforced
polymeric composites. The results of this investigation hold promise for the development
of novel applications in industries such as automotive, construction, and packaging, where
the demand for sustainable and efficient materials is steadily increasing.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The ixtle fibers (FIx) were obtained from independent traders in the Toluca Valley,
State of Mexico. The FIx´s were cut to dimensions of 5 cm for chemical treatments and
DMA analysis. High-purity glacial acetic acid (MEYER, Mexico, 99.7% purity) and distilled
water (Karal, Mexico, 99.99% purity) were used. In addition, sodium hydroxide (Sigma-
Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA, 97% purity), propyltrimethoxysilane or PTMS (Sigma-
Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA, 97% purity), hexadecyltrimethoxysilane or HDMS (Sigma-
Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA, 85% purity), and (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane or APTES
(Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA, 98% purity) were used.

2.2. Characterization of Ixtle Fiber (FIx)

To determine the thermal stability of FIx, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
performed using a TA Instruments Q50 TGA system. The analysis procedure involved
placing approximately 20 mg of the sample in a platinum pan and heating it from 25 ◦C to
600 ◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min under an N2 atmosphere.

Surface morphology observation of FIx was performed through scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL JSM-IT100 microscope equipped with a Bruker Flash
6/30 energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system. The microscope was operated at 17 kV
with a backscattered electrons (BEs) detector and a working distance of 15 mm (WD). The
microscope was operated at a low vacuum (60 Pa), so the fibers could be observed without
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requiring any additional treatment. Micrographs were taken at 200× and 300× magnifica-
tion and were manually edited, including the scale bar, for better appreciation [5].

Tensile strength properties obtained from tests on DMA equipment are sensitive to the
diameter value supplied, so diameter measurement is important. For this purpose, diameter
measurements of treated fibers at different alkaline treatment conditions were performed
on a Carl Zeiss AXIO ZOOM v16 stereomicroscope. A PlanNeoFluar Z 1.0×/0.25 FWD
56 mm objective with LED illumination was used. Image acquisition was performed with
an AxioCam 503 color camera at 50× magnification. Three FIx diameter measurements
were performed employing AxioVision software, applying the calibration corresponding
to the 50× magnification. A representative image (Figure S1) of the FIx measurements is
presented in the Supplementary Material document.

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) in the tension force mode was performed on
fibers of 5 cm length with a clamp distance of 10 mm. A TA Instruments Q800 DMA
system was used, operated in tension mode with controlled deformation. A force sweep
was applied, with one end of the fiber fixed and the other end subjected to a constant
deformation rate of 2% per minute. Stress-strain curves were obtained, enabling the deter-
mination of maximum stress at rupture, Young’s modulus, and percentage of deformation.
Additionally, the work in tension (Wb) was calculated by integrating the area under the
stress vs. strain curve generated for each specimen, according to the methodology reported
by Yan et al. [44].

To assess the effect of the alkaline treatment on the cellulose crystallinity index of
FIx, the samples were pulverized using an Ultra ZM 200 centrifugal mill from Retsch and
analyzed using a Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffractometer. The scans were performed in the
2θ range from 5 to 60◦ at a scanning rate of 10◦/min, with a step size of 0.01◦, using CuKα

radiation (λ = 1.54 angstroms).
The functional groups present on the surface of the fibers before and after the chemical

treatments were identified by infrared spectroscopy using an infrared-attenuated total
reflectance (IR-ATR) Agilent 4500 Series spectrometer. The samples were analyzed within a
spectral range of wavenumbers from 4000 to 700 cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1. After
the chemical treatments, the samples were dried at 80 ◦C in an oven with ventilation for
eight hours. A single fiber was taken and placed on the diamond tip. To ensure good
contact, the clamping device of the equipment was used, which has the function of pressing
the sample. The pressure exerted was adjusted until a good resolution of the spectrum
was obtained.

2.3. Pretreatment of FIx

Before chemical treatments, dirt and impurities were removed by washing the FIx with
water in a 2-L glass reactor. A solution volume to FIx weight ratio of 1:40 was employed.
The FIx was agitated at a temperature of 70 ◦C for 1 h, then filtered and subsequently dried
in a vented oven at 80 ◦C for 8 h. In order to remove waxes and oil from the fibers, the
method reported by Vieira was used as a basis [45]. In a glass reactor, the FIx was immersed
in 2 L of a 1:2 methanol/toluene solution, utilizing a solution volume to FIx weight ratio of
1:40. The FIx was agitated at a temperature of 70 ◦C for 1 h. Finally, the FIx was filtered,
washed with water, and ultimately dried in a vented oven at 80 ◦C for 8 h.

2.4. Chemical Modification of FIx
2.4.1. Alkaline Treatment

Treatment conditions were chosen based on several reports relating to the alkaline
treatment of natural fibers. Experimental conditions that exhibit promising efficacy in the
removal of thermally unstable components and in enhancing the surface exposure of OH
groups were favored [46–49]. The FIx was immersed in a NaOH solution (solution volume
to FIx weight ratio of 1:40) at different concentrations (2, 5, 8, and 10 wt/vol%) and different
temperatures (25 ◦C and 65 ◦C) for 1 h. Then the FIx was removed from the solution and
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washed with a 5% v/v acetic acid solution several times until adjusted to a neutral pH.
Finally, the FIx was dried in a vented oven at 80 ◦C for 8 h.

2.4.2. Treatment with ACSi

The treatment conditions with the different ACSi were established considering works
related to the study of the effect of the amount of water and pH in the reaction medium on
the hydrolysis reaction rate of ACSi [50,51]. Studies on the effect of ACSi concentration on
the promotion of the grafting reaction in natural fibers were also considered [30,31,52–54].
The ACSi (2, 5, and 8% by weight relative to the fiber weight) were activated through a
hydrolysis reaction in a methanol/deionized water solution (6/4 and 8/2); the pH was
adjusted using acetic acid (pH = 3 and 5), and they were stirred for 60 min at a temperature
of 25 ◦C. Subsequently, the fibers were immersed in the mixture using a solution volume to
FIx weight ratio of 1:25. They were maintained at 25 ◦C for 1 h. Following this, the fibers
were retrieved from the solution and air-dried in an extraction hood at room temperature,
then cured for an hour at 120 ◦C in a ventilated oven. Finally, the fibers were washed twice
with methanol to remove residual ACSi and dried at 80 ◦C for 8 h in a ventilated oven.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Alkaline Treatment of FIx
3.1.1. Morphology Analysis

The surface morphology of untreated FIx was examined using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Figure 1a,b present micrographs of the longitudinal and cross-sectional
views of FIx, respectively. Figure 1a reveals a longitudinal arrangement of numerous
densely packed microfibrils, along with surface adherences typically associated with waxes
and particles that have been previously reported as potential minerals [8,11,13,17,29,55,56].
In the context of this study, the SEM analysis was primarily directed towards examining
the impact of washing and alkaline treatment on the cleanliness and surface alterations
of the FIX. Another important objective was quantifying the silicon content to validate
the effectiveness of silane functionalization. Therefore, only one cross-sectional image is
included here to exemplify the fibrillar structure of the FIx.
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Figure 1. SEM micrograph of untreated Fix: (a) longitudinal section; and (b) cross section.

Figure 2 displays SEM micrographs of FIx treated at 25 ◦C with different concentrations
of NaOH, which exhibited surface alterations due to alkaline treatment. The quantity of
waxes and impurities on the surface of FIx decreased with the increase in the employed
NaOH concentration during treatment.

Figure 3 presents SEM micrographs of FIx treated at 65 ◦C with varying concentrations
of NaOH, revealing a cleaner surface and notably enhanced surface roughness compared
to untreated FIx and FIx treated at 25 ◦C. This behavior is attributed to the more severe
removal of waxes, hemicellulose, and lignin.

The increase in roughness is anticipated to confer a beneficial effect on enhancing the
interfacial adhesion between FIx and the polymeric matrix, as has been reported in other
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studies [28,29,57–59]. Notably, in the FIx-6 sample treated with 5% NaOH, the onset of
fibrillation was observed.
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3.1.2. Thermogravimetric Analysis

The thermal stability of treated and untreated fibers was investigated through ther-
mogravimetric analysis. TGA curves and their derivatives (DTGA) were plotted against
temperature. Figure 4a,b depict, respectively, the TGA graphs and DTGA curves of FIx
treated at 25 ◦C with varying NaOH concentrations. In general, it was observed that
between 25 ◦C and 125 ◦C, all fibers experience a slight weight loss attributed to wax and
moisture removal. As the NaOH concentration used in the alkaline treatment increases, a
reduction in the moisture content of the treated FIx is evident. This distinction becomes
clearer in the DTGA curves, which exhibit a decrease in hemicellulose content—an element
of the fiber that absorbs most of the moisture. Notably, the moisture content is linked
to capillary water, making complete elimination challenging due to its hydrophilic na-
ture [17,60,61]. Within the range of 200 ◦C to 317 ◦C, a weight loss occurs corresponding to
hemicellulose decomposition (which, being amorphous, exhibits lower thermal stability
than cellulose). This is more distinctly evident in the DTGA curve. Subsequently, the
weight loss between 317 ◦C and 390 ◦C would correspond to cellulose decomposition. On
the other hand, lignin decomposition has been reported to occur within the range of 400 ◦C
to 500 ◦C [33]. The residue corresponding to 17% by weight at a temperature of 600 ◦C is
attributed to the presence of minerals (Ca, K, Si, Mg, Al, S, and Fe, among others) [15,62–64].
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Figure 5a,b, respectively, illustrate the TGA and DTGA graphs of FIx treated at 65 ◦C
with varying NaOH concentrations. A trend towards lower moisture and hemicellulose
content is discernible with the increase in NaOH concentration. In fact, in the fiber treated
with 8% NaOH, the hemicellulose peak is nearly absent, possibly indicating near-complete
removal of hemicellulose from the fiber [17]. In the temperature range around 400 ◦C, a
convolution of different degradation mechanisms is observed, complicating the estimation
of cellulose and lignin content through this type of analysis [65]. Nevertheless, TGA
analysis provides insights into conditions of alkaline treatment conducive to the removal of
significant amounts of moisture, waxes, and hemicellulose—components of lower thermal
stability that can hinder the processing of composites with such fibers via melt blending.
Additionally, this analysis enables us to define potential formulations for PC, as these fibers
could be employed with various polymeric matrices processed within the temperature
range of 160 ◦C to 250 ◦C, such as LLDPE, PP, PBT, and PA6, among others.

The literature indicates that cellulose content in NFs impacts its mechanical properties,
whereas hemicellulose relates to biodegradability and lignin contributes to thermal stability.
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References in the literature indicate that the FIx composition consists of 46–48% cellulose,
17–20% hemicellulose, and 11–12% lignin [19,66].
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Table 1 presents the results of thermal stability parameters obtained through TGA.
The temperatures at which a 5% (T5%), 10% (T10%), and 50% (T50%) mass loss occurs,
along with the peak maximum of the DTGA curves (Tmax), are reported. In general, it
was observed that subjecting FIx to alkaline treatment results in an increase in the T5%
value that can be associated with the elimination of low thermal stability compounds.
Nevertheless, a clear correlation with NaOH concentration was not evident.

Table 1. Thermal performance of FIx treated at 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C.

Sample Temp
(◦C)

NaOH
(%)

T5% a

(◦C)
T10% a

(◦C)
T50% a

(◦C)
Tmax b

(◦C)

FIx s/t
(w/o treatment) 25 0 72.2 273.3 358.4 364.5

FIx-1 25 2 122.6 269.1 342.7 343.5
FIx-2 25 5 99.16 261.4 361.5 365.5
FIx-3 25 8 108.6 269.6 357.5 361.5
FIx-4 25 10 76.3 255.4 354.8 359.6
FIx-5 65 2 73.4 259.3 356.6 359.7
FIx-6 65 5 76.2 266.3 360.9 366.1
FIx-7 65 8 233.5 291.9 360.4 365.7
FIx-8 65 10 188.5 281.4 357.4 363.3

a Temperatures obtained by TGA at a specific weight loss percentage. b Temperature obtained at the maximum of
the DTGA curve.

Furthermore, concerning T10%, a reduction in values was observed in all samples
treated at 25 ◦C, but for fibers treated at 65 ◦C, this reduction in T10% was only evident
with lower NaOH concentrations. This reduction in the parameter is likely due to the loss
of materials with higher thermal stability, such as hemicellulose and lignin. However, it is
noteworthy that in the case of fibers treated at 65 ◦C with higher NaOH concentrations,
an increase in T10% is observed, suggesting that these treatment conditions enhance the
thermal stability of the fibers. To draw more robust conclusions regarding this behavior,
further investigation through additional studies is warranted.

As for T50% and Tmax, no significant changes were observed due to the treatment,
likely because at these temperatures, the degradation processes are not influenced by the
changes induced by alkaline treatments.
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3.1.3. Dynamic-Mechanical Analysis

The tensile strength properties of NFs are influenced by their geometry, diameter,
cellulose content, and crystallinity index. To determine the mechanical properties of FIx,
dynamic-mechanical analysis (DMA) in tension mode was chosen, a technique frequently
used with polymeric fibers. To our knowledge, the use of DMA to estimate the tensile
strength properties of NFs has been reported in only a few studies. Through this analysis,
stress-strain curves were obtained, demonstrating a typical behavior following Hooke’s
Law and similar to those reported for other NFs using a universal testing machine [6,17,67].
In general, across all samples, it was observed that an increase in applied stress leads to
reaching a maximum deformation point where the fibers broke. As an example, Figure 6
presents stress-strain curves of FIx samples treated at 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C with varying NaOH
concentrations. The calculation of Young’s modulus was determined at the beginning of
the elastic region. On the other hand, rupture strength and deformation were evaluated
in the plastic region. Overall, a positive effect of increasing NaOH concentration on FIx
tensile strength was observed, and the best result was obtained with the FIx modified with
5% NaOH at 65 ◦C.
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The tensile properties (tensile strength, % deformation at breakage, and Young’s
modulus) of FIx treated at 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C are summarized in Table 2. It is evident that an
increase in NaOH concentration enhances or at least preserves the tensile strength of the
FIx. Furthermore, an increase in the percentage deformation at break was observed, as well
as an increase in Young’s moduli, compared to untreated fibers. It was observed that fibers
treated at 65 ◦C exhibited higher tensile properties compared to the FIx treated at 25 ◦C.
This behavior can be attributed to an increase in temperature and NaOH concentration,
which allows for the removal of a greater amount of hemicellulose and lignin, inducing
structural changes in the fibers. This modification enables enhanced interaction among
cellulose microfibrils through hydrogen bonding. Consequently, when these structurally
modified fibers are subjected to tension, a better stress distribution among microfibrils
occurs, resulting in increased tensile strength, stiffness, and deformation capacity prior
to rupture [28,29]. With respect to the work in tension (Wb), it can be observed in Table 2
that the effect of the alkaline treatment increases the energy required to deform the fiber in
tension mode. The improvement in performance with the alkaline treatment conditions at
5% NaOH and 65 ◦C is almost 5 times the value of the reference FIx, so the improvement in
mechanical properties through the alkaline treatment is remarkable.

From the results obtained, it was observed that the alkaline treatment performed
at 5% NaOH concentration and 65 ◦C generated the FIx with better tensile properties
(tensile strength and Young’s modulus) with respect to the other experiments. However,
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in general, all FIx exhibit good tensile properties and are comparable to those of other
reported NFs [14].

Table 2. Average mechanical properties of FIx treated at 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C.

Sample Temp.
(◦C)

NaOH
(%)

Tensile Strength a

(MPa)
Young’s Modulus a

(GPa)
Strain at Breakage a

(%)
Wb b

(MJ m−3)

FIx s/t (w/o treatment) - 0 242.33 ± 9.40 7.38 ± 2.56 4.90 ± 0.57 386.4 ± 57.9
FIx-1 25 2 355.53 ± 28.57 7.77 ± 0.22 5.19 ± 0.21 1143.5 ± 184.8
FIx-2 25 5 194.43 ± 11.67 7.40 ± 0.79 5.13 ± 0.14 468.4 ± 170.3
FIx-3 25 8 289.15 ± 30.19 8.86 ± 1.32 8.78 ± 1.66 1532.4 ± 92.2
FIx-4 25 10 293.83 ± 54.59 9.64 ± 1.05 11.82 ± 3.87 1923.4 ± 332.4
FIx-5 65 2 347.73 ± 51.97 10.00 ± 1.42 6.81 ± 0.13 881.8 ± 160.7
FIx-6 65 5 524.25 ± 18.60 14.41 ± 5.06 7.27 ± 1.42 2107.1 ± 557.9
FIx-7 65 8 365.50 ± 12.59 10.21 ± 0.49 8.48 ± 0.67 1879.6 ± 455.7
FIx-8 65 10 329.97 ± 24.68 11.88 ± 1.68 5.56 ± 0.78 1614.6 ± 132.4

a Parameters obtained by DMA in tensile mode by triplicate. b Work of tension was calculated by integrating the
area under the stress-strain curves.

Concluding on the effect of NaOH concentration on the tensile mechanical proper-
ties, in experiments conducted at various temperatures, it is evident that there exists an
optimal concentration to achieve enhanced tensile strength in fibers. Similar behaviors
have been observed by some authors and are attributed to the fact that in untreated fibers,
hemicellulose and lignin remain dispersed within the interfibrillar regions, separating
cellulose chains from each other, with the cellulose chains existing in a state of tension.
When hemicellulose and lignin are partially removed, the tension is released, and fibrils
exhibit a greater capacity to reorganize in a more compact manner, thereby promoting
higher tensile strength in the fiber. Conversely, if the concentration of the alkaline solution
exceeds the optimum, excessive lignin removal may occur, leading to fiber damage and a
subsequent reduction in tensile strength properties [68,69]. Therefore, various studies have
focused on determining the optimal NaOH concentration for each type of natural fiber, as
is the case in the present study.

Regarding the effect of reaction temperature, it is generally observed that higher
temperatures during the alkaline treatment result in elevated tensile properties of the
FIx. Under ambient reaction conditions, hemicellulose and lignin exhibit greater stability.
However, when the temperature is raised to 65 ◦C, these components with lower thermal
stability can be effectively removed by the alkaline solution. The removal of more lignin and
hemicellulose between adjacent cellulose chains reduces the distance between the chains,
facilitating interactions through hydrogen bonding and thereby promoting enhanced tensile
strength in the fiber [28].

3.1.4. X-ray Powder Diffraction Analysis (XRD)

The X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from FIx treated with NaOH at 25 ◦C and
65 ◦C are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. In the graphs, two main peaks can be
observed, which are characteristic of cellulose I. The first peak is broad and has multiplicity
at 2θ = 14.88◦ and 2θ = 16.09◦, corresponding to the crystallographic planes (101) and
(101), respectively. The second peak is sharp and intense at 2θ = 22.86◦, corresponding
to the crystallographic plane (002). Additionally, a smaller peak is observed at 2θ = 35◦,
corresponding to the (040) plane [48,70,71].

In the X-ray diffraction patterns of FIx, no polymorphic transformation is observed
due to the different conditions employed in the alkaline treatment. However, changes
in the intensity of the main peaks are noticeable. The low-angle, low-intensity peak
(16◦) represented as Iam, and the other higher-intensity peak (23◦) represented as I002
in Equation (1) correspond to the amorphous and crystalline components of cellulose,
respectively. This equation was utilized to measure the crystallinity index (CI) of the treated
FIx [48,70,71].

CI (%) =
I002 − Iam

I002
× 100 (1)
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Figure 7. Diffraction patterns of FIx treated at 25 ◦C (a) and 65 ◦C (b).

Table 3 shows the crystallinity index (CI) of FIx treated at 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C. In both
cases, a trend of an increase in CI with increasing NaOH concentrations can be observed.
However, the treatment performed at 65 ◦C generates fibers with a higher CI, which is
attributed to a higher removal of amorphous components (hemicellulose and lignin).

Table 3. Crystallinity index (CI) of FIx treated at 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C.

T = 25 ◦C T = 65 ◦C

NaOH
(%) Sample CI a

(%) Sample CI a

(%)

0 FIx s/t 67.4 - -
2 FIx-1 63.1 FIx-5 62.2
5 FIx-2 73.4 FIx-6 76.9
8 FIx-3 66.9 FIx-7 74.0
10 FIx-4 80.5 FIx-8 78.2

a Calculated from XRD data using Equation (1).

As the concentration of the alkaline solution increases, a portion of lignin and hemicel-
lulose in the amorphous region begins to be removed. Under these conditions, reordering
of the amorphous region of cellulose can occur, transforming it into crystalline regions.
In our study, we observed that starting from a concentration of 5% NaOH (at different
temperatures), there is an increase in the crystallinity index (in the range of 8 to 19% at
25 ◦C and 10 to 16% at 65 ◦C). This increase can be attributed to the conversion of a fraction
of amorphous regions into crystalline ones. Similar results regarding the effect of alkaline
solution concentration on the treatment of natural fibers and its impact on crystallinity
index have been reported in the literature [28,68,69].

Based on our results, we consider that the stiffness of natural fibers is a function of the
content of crystalline regions within cellulose microfibrils, as well as the content of other
components such as lignin, which serves as a binding material and holds the cellulose
microfibrils together. In other words, a higher concentration of NaOH may promote an
increase in the crystallinity index, potentially enhancing fiber stiffness. However, this
effect can be counteracted by a defibrillation process [68,69]. This combination of effects
may lead to the absence of a direct correlation between the Young’s modulus and the
crystallinity index.
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3.2. Functionalization of FIx with Silane

The fibers treated with the highest Young’s modulus value were obtained through the
alkaline treatment carried out with 5% NaOH at 65 ◦C. Consequently, these reaction conditions
were chosen for upscaling and obtaining enough FIx to conduct the optimization study of the
ACSi treatment. Three types of ACSi were investigated: trimethoxysilylpropylsilane (PTMS),
γ-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), and hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (HDMS).

As previously described, the grafting reaction mechanism proceeds primarily in two
stages. In the first stage, the hydrolysis reaction rate of ACSi is influenced by the amount of
water and the pH of the reaction medium. In the second stage, the ACSi grafting reaction
on the fiber surface is affected by the ACSi concentration and temperature [72–74]. In
our experimental design, we investigated the effect of ACSi concentration in the reaction
medium and the methanol/water ratio on the grafting content. pH and temperature were
maintained constant, which were selected based on other studies [31].

3.2.1. FTIR Analysis of Non-Functionalized FIx

Figure 8 displays the FTIR spectra of untreated FIx and alkaline-treated FIx. The
spectra of these samples exhibit absorption bands typical of lignocellulosic fibers in the
fingerprint region (1800 to 800 cm−1). In the spectrum of untreated FIx, a peak at 3332 cm−1

is observed, attributed to the stretching vibration of O-H groups. Hydroxyl groups are
present in the major components of FIx (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin). The peaks at
2919 and 2884 cm−1 are assigned to aliphatic C-H stretching (cellulose and hemicellulose)
in symmetric and asymmetric vibrational modes, respectively. Vibrations at 1615 cm−1 and
1510 cm−1 are related to the aromatic rings of lignin. The absorption peak at 1736 cm−1

corresponds to the stretching vibration of the C=O bond in carboxyl groups of hemicellulose,
but can also be associated with lignin structure. Furthermore, the band at 1235 cm−1 results
from the C-O stretching vibration of the acetyl group in lignin [10,11,24,28,36,71,75,76]. In
the Supplementary Material document, Table S1 presents the FTIR signal assignments for
the FIx modified by alkaline treatment.
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In the case of alkaline-treated FIx, the elimination of the absorption peak at 1736 cm−1

attributed to C=O bonds of hemicellulose is clearly observed, along with a notable reduction
in the 1235 cm−1 peak related to lignin C-O groups. This result also suggests that lignin
removal occurs during the alkaline treatment process. This analysis is consistent with the
TGA results, which indicate that the alkaline treatment effectively removed hemicellulose,
lignin, as well as fats or impurities.

3.2.2. Analysis of FIx Functionalized with Silane Coupling Agents (ACSi)

As previously described, hydroxyl groups on the fiber surface can react with hy-
drolyzed silane coupling agents (Si-OH) and can be grafted onto the fiber surface through
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a condensation reaction. On the other hand, they can also undergo self-condensation into
polysiloxanes, forming Si-O-C and Si-O-Si bonds. Additionally, during the reaction, ACSi
(or polysiloxanes) may be merely adsorbed (not grafted) onto the surface of the FIx, and
the presence of unhydrolyzed ACSi can also be shown, which would be identified through
Si-OH and Si-OCH3 functional groups, respectively [71,77]. However, in the spectra of
fibers treated with ACSi, many of these peaks are scarcely visible due to their overlap
with signals from the organic components of the FIx, particularly in the region between
1200 and 900 cm−1.

Analysis of FIx Functionalized with PTMS

Figure 9a displays the FTIR spectra of FIx treated with PTMS using a methanol/water
ratio of 8/2. Comparing it with the untreated FIx spectrum, it was observed that only at the
8% ACSi concentration did a decrease in the intensity of the hydroxyl group band occur,
which indicates a successful ACSi grafting reaction under these reaction conditions [35,66,67].
The spectrum of this sample also exhibits peaks at 2900 and 2820 cm−1, assigned to the
aliphatic C-H bond of PTMS in symmetric and asymmetric vibrational modes, respectively.
Subtle indications of silane grafting are discernible in the FTIR spectra of PTMS-modified
FIx at a methanol/water ratio of 8/2. This phenomenon can be attributed to the elevated
methanol concentration, which tends to decelerate the condensation reaction, thereby pro-
moting grafting. Consequently, a diminishment in OH groups is discerned, yet the signals
corresponding to Si-O-C and Si-O-Si groups exhibit relatively subdued intensities, likely
attributed to the grafting of ACSi rather than polysiloxane oligomers.

Figure 9b presents the FTIR spectra of FIx treated with PTMS using a methanol/water
ratio of 6/4. In the case of FIx treated with 5% and 8% PTMS, signals were observed
at 2964 cm−1 and 2865 cm−1 attributed to C-H bonds, at 780 cm−1 assigned to Si-O-Si
bonds, and at 1250 cm−1 corresponding to Si-O-C bonds of PTMS. This might indicate a
prevalence of polisiloxane formation rather than an ACSi grafting reaction. As reported
by Peña et al., the use of a higher amount of water in the reaction medium increases the
hydrolysis reaction rate, leading to a greater number of silanols and rapid polisiloxane
formation [59,60].

Spectra in Figure 9b show more intense signals at 5% in the 780 cm−1 and 1259 cm−1

bands. This behavior can be explained by a possible grafting of oligomers derived from
silane condensation. This is not the case at 8% because increasing the silane concentration
promotes condensation over grafting, leading to higher molecular-weight polysiloxanes
that can be removed during washing.

Analysis of FIx Functionalized with APTES

Figure 10a exhibits the FTIR spectra of FIx treated with APTES using a methanol/water
ratio of 8/2. It can be observed that APTES concentrations of 2%, 5%, and 8% lead
to a reduction in the intensity of the hydroxyl band, indicating surface modification of
FIx [35,55,67]. Regarding the peaks associated with APTES, some are not discernible due to
overlap with signals from the organic components of FIx. This is exemplified in the regions
at 3300 cm−1 and 3290 cm−1, which correspond to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching
modes of NH2, respectively. A similar situation arises with the peak related to the C-N
bond in the 1400 cm−1 region. On the other hand, observable signals include the vibrations
of aliphatic C-H bonds at 2920 cm−1 and 2830 cm−1, as well as the peak at 1630 cm−1

associated with NH2 bending deformation modes [78–80]. Additional peaks are evident
in the region of aliphatic C-H bond vibrations at 2920 cm−1 and 2830 cm−1, attributed
to APTES. Furthermore, new peaks appear at 1380 cm−1 and 960 cm−1, corresponding
to symmetric stretching of Si-O-Ccellulose bonds, and an additional peak at 780 cm−1 is
attributed to Si-O-Si bonding [71,77,78]. In the Supplementary Material document, Table S2
presents the FTIR signal assignments for silane-treated FIx.
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In Figure 10b, the FTIR spectra of FIx treated with APTES using a methanol/water
ratio of 6/4 are shown. Notably, only at an 8% APTES concentration is a significant
reduction in hydroxyl band intensity observed [36,67,77]. Concerning the peaks associated
with APTES, vibrational peaks of aliphatic C-H bonds are noticeable at 2920 cm−1 and
2830 cm−1. Also, the peak at 1630 cm−1 related to NH2 bending deformation modes is
more clearly discernible, and a novel peak at 780 cm−1 attributed to the Si-O-Si bond
appears [78,80].

Additionally, peaks are evident in the region of aliphatic C-H bond vibrations at
2920 cm−1 and 2830 cm−1, as well as an additional peak at 780 cm−1 attributed to APTES’s
Si-O-Si bonding. Furthermore, new peaks at 1380 cm−1 and 960 cm−1, attributed to
symmetric stretching of Si-O-Ccellulose bonds, are evident in this sample, along with an
asymmetric stretch of the same bond at 1215 cm−1. Notably, the peak at 1380 cm−1 is
more intense in this sample compared to the sample obtained with the same 8% APTES
concentration but with an 8/2 methanol/water ratio.

The grafting reaction with APTES was favored when a methanol/water ratio of
6/4 was employed. This phenomenon could be linked to the higher degree of dispersion of
APTES under these conditions due to its greater polar nature. Furthermore, the grafting
reaction, even at low ACSi concentrations, was likely promoted because APTES is more
reactive than PTMS and HDMS [72,73,76].
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Analysis of FIx Functionalized with HDMS

In Figure 11a,b, the FTIR spectra of FIx treated with HDMS using a methanol/water
ratio of 8/2 and 6/4, respectively, are presented. In both cases, there was no significant
decrease in the intensity of the hydroxyl group band. This could be attributed to the
non-polar nature of HDMS, which might hinder its dispersion in the reaction medium.
Nevertheless, in all HDMS-treated FIx samples, peaks at 2900 cm−1 and 2820 cm−1 are
evident, corresponding to the aliphatic C-H bond of HDMS in symmetric and asymmetric
vibration modes, respectively. This behavior could indicate the occurrence of grafting
reactions, albeit to a lesser extent compared to APTES-functionalized FIx samples.

3.2.3. Elemental Analysis and Chemical Mapping of FIx by SEM–EDS

To confirm the grafting reaction of ACSi on the surface of the FIx, the elemental chemi-
cal composition and chemical mapping of elements present in ACSi were determined using
the SEM–EDS technique. The analyses were performed in triplicate at different regions of
the sample to obtain a representative and descriptive collection of ACSi distribution on the
NF surface. The values in Si composition were tracked in the functionalized fibers with
different ACSi. These results are summarized in Table 4. It is important to clarify that only
fibers that showed a reduction in hydroxyl group band intensity by FTIR were analyzed.
The Si percentage was estimated considering only the elements identified in the EDS spectra
of each fiber series analyzed. Some representative EDS spectra are presented in Figure 12.
As mentioned earlier, the natural FIx composition includes trace amounts of minerals,
including Si. Analysis of fibers functionalized with PTMS and HDMS indicate that using
a methanol/water ratio of 8/2 yielded a higher content of ACSi grafting compared to a
6/4 ratio. Conversely, in the case of fibers functionalized with APTES, a higher grafting
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content was achieved with a 6/4 ratio. This behavior could be attributed to the less polar
nature of PTMS and HDMS compared to APTES, influencing their dispersion degree in the
reaction medium. The SEM–EDS analysis allowed us to conclude that APTES is the ACSi
with which the highest grafting content was achieved.
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Table 4. Si content in functionalized FIx.

Sample Methanol/Water Ratio ACSi [%] a Si [%] b

(Average)

FIx s/t 0 0 0.02

FIx-PTMS 8/2 8 0.84

FIx-PTMS 6/4 5 0.23

FIx-HDMS 8/2 5 0.62

FIx-HDMS 6/4 8 0.33

FIx-APTES 8/2 8 2.12

FIx-APTES 6/4 8 8.20
a ACSi dosification percentage during silane treatment. b Si percentage estimated as the average of 3 FIx samples
analyzed by SEM–EDS considering elements identified in the EDS spectra.
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Figure 12. EDS spectra of fibers (a) without ACSi and functionalized with different ACSi at
methanol/water ratios of 8/2 and 6/4: (b) PTMS, (c) HDMS, and (d) APTES. Spectra belonging to the
SEM micrographs in Figure 13, from which the Si element composition was estimated, are provided
in Table 4.
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Figure 13. Micrographs (SEM–EDS) with Si mapping on the surface of fibers functionalized with
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In Figure 13, micrographs with elemental analysis obtained by SEM–EDS are displayed,
each representing one of the analyzed fiber series. Through this analysis, the dispersion of
Si on the fiber surface was observed. In most of the samples, Si dispersion was found to be
homogeneous. The fibers functionalized with APTES exhibited the richest Si concentration
areas. It is noteworthy that there are few studies on NF functionalization that combine FTIR
analysis with SEM–EDS analysis to quantitatively report the grafted Si content on the fiber
surface. These works reported a lower Si content on the NF surface compared to what was
obtained in our study, thus allowing us to conclude that the ACSi grafting reactions under
the functionalization conditions evaluated in this work were highly successful [28,67,68].
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4. Conclusions

The combined use of alkaline-silane chemical treatments on ixtle fibers (FIx) enabled
the preparation of conditioned fibers for potential application as reinforcement material in
polymer composites.

The alkaline treatment removed non-cellulosic components, resulting in fibers with
improved thermal stability and higher tensile strength. Additionally, morphological analy-
sis confirmed that employing a temperature of 65 ◦C led to increased surface cleanliness,
which is advantageous for grafting reactions with silane coupling agents (ACSi).

Through FTIR and SEM–EDS analyses, the grafting reaction of different ACSi onto
the fiber surface was validated, and the Si content on the fiber surface was quantified. The
highest ACSi grafting content in FIx was achieved using APTES with a methanol/water
ratio of 6/4 and an 8% APTES concentration. Notably, the obtained grafting content far
exceeded that of similar reports.

One of the advantages of FIx over other natural fibers is its length and mechanical
strength, which makes optimizing the level of silane functionalization of ixtle fibers to
enhance their compatibility in polymer composites highly desirable. Functionalized FIx
has the potential to enhance fiber-polymer matrix adhesion, thereby contributing to the de-
velopment of composite materials with favorable morphological, thermal, and mechanical
properties. The proposed surface functionalization strategy for the FIx enables the accurate
selection of the most compatible silane type based on the polarity of the polymer matrix.
Furthermore, it improves the homogeneity of functional group distribution on the fiber
surface, as evidenced by the Si group mapping. This endeavor holds great promise for
developing applications of these composites in the automotive and construction sectors.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/fib11100086/s1, Figure S1: Optical microscope image of ixtle
fibers at a magnification of 50× (a) untreated and (b) alkaline treated (FIx-5); Table S1: FTIR signal
assignment for alkaline treated FIx; Table S2: FTIR Signal assignment for silane treated FIx.
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